ABSTRACT Quantile summarization is a useful tool in data streams management and mining that can efficiently capture the distribution of the data. A quantile of a sequence of points is the point with a given rank in the sequence. Given a sequence of uncertain points S on the real line, each represented by one-dimensional probability density function (pdf), we study the problem of incrementally maintaining quantile summaries on S such that for any query with a given rank, the summaries can provide a point as the quantile within a given error. We define quantile on uncertain data with discrete or continuous pdf in terms of two error metrics under possible worlds semantics. For an answer to a quantile query on uncertain data, we give the methods for calculating the value of the error and thereby discussing the high-level features of the summaries that can answer approximate quantile query under the two error metrics. We propose an online, space efficient algorithm to compute such summary data on uncertain data streams. The experimental results show that our algorithm substantially outperforms other techniques, such as Monte Carlo and averaging methods, in terms of query error and space for storing the summary data. INDEX TERMS Data preprocessing, possible worlds, quantile summaries, uncertain data streams.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantile is a data reduction technique that can efficiently characterize the distribution of large, real-life datasets in little space and that is widely used in applications involving data streams management and mining [1] - [3] . A φ-quantile (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) of an ordered points sequence of size n is the point with rank r = φn . In this paper, we study the problem of computing -approximate (0 ≤ ≤ 1) quantiles on uncertain data streams. Traditionally, we are given a stream S of n deterministic points on the real line R, and the goal is to compute a summary consisting of a few points from S such that for any quantile query with and φ as input, a point with rank r ∈ [ φn − n, φn + n] can be returned. This problem has been extensively studied over the decades; for the streams of unknown size, domain, and distribution, it is well known that the algorithm with least space complexity is Greenwald and Khanna's (GK) algorithm [4] . In many applications, however, the location of each point p i ∈ S may be uncertain, due to many factors such as data transferring, imprecise measurement, repeated sampling, privacy protection [5] .
Data uncertainty is usually classified into existential uncertainty and value uncertainty. The existential uncertainty captures the probability of existing of an object or a tuple [6] , while the value uncertainty models the possible values of a data item, usually by a sequence of alternate points and a probability density function (pdf) over the sequence [6] , [7] . The common semantics for uncertain data considers a set of uncertain points to be a compact representation for a probability distribution over an exponentially large set of possible worlds, each representing a possible deterministic instance of points. Therefore, the answer to a query over uncertain data forms a probability distribution over a set of deterministic results induced by each world. The goal of the query is to provide the expected value of the results.
Data reduction techniques on uncertain data streams that can capture the distribution of the data have many applications and have been study in [1] , [8] , and [9] . For instance, in sensor networks, for energy conservation, individual sensor nodes are usually designed to transmit the distribution of the uncertain sensor value streams to base stations, thereby users can pose analysis and mining task on the sensor data. In data stream classification applications, take credit card fraud detection for example, private information of the customer such as age, address, and occupation may be masked by imprecise values in publishing for the purpose of data mining; the distribution of the stream can be used as sufficient information for constructing a classification model, such as very fast decision trees [1] , [10] .
Due to the practical importance above, there have been many works focusing on computing the summarization of uncertain data. Most of them involved estimating single statistical aggregate [11] - [14] , e.g., minimum and maximum values, sum, average, and count; such summaries, however, could support only simple applications [4] . To obtain summaries of probabilistic data and support more complex applications, some of them proposed algorithms to compute optimal histogram or wavelet [9] , [15] , [16] on the data under possible worlds semantics, but the proposed algorithms could only handle static datasets with existential uncertainty drawn from a discrete domain of limited size, and thus were not capable of extending their use to uncertain data streams or datasets with value uncertainty drawn from a continuous domain space. Reference [5] summarized uncertain data streams by computing essential aggregates, but their methods did not apply to continuous domain either. To compute a synopses over continuous-valued datasets with uncertainty, [17] presented methods to find a representative set by clustering the datasets. This synopses, however, were capable of neither representing streaming data nor trivially inducing the distribution of the data. In our previous works [1] , [10] , we have also focused on summarizing value-uncertain data streams drawn from continuous universe, but the proposed methods did not guarantee the error bound between distribution induced by the summary and the real one. In our another work [8] , we proposed an algorithm for maintaining approximated quantile summaries from uncertain data streams; the algorithm provided a turnable bound on the error of the approximation. However, this work, along with other two [1] , [10] , only handled value uncertainty represented by a continuous pdf under probabilistic cardinality semantics.
Motivated by above, we study the problem of computing quantile summaries over uncertain data streams under possible worlds semantics. Specifically, we are interest in summarizing streaming data such that (1) each data item is drawn from a continuous universe; (2) each data item exhibits value uncertainty; (3) the uncertainty is represented by continuous or discrete pdf; and (4) the quantile is defined in the context of possible worlds. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work to study such problem. Our contributions are mainly summarized as follows:
• We formally define approximate quantile on uncertain data streams in terms of two error metrics under possible worlds semantics, and state the problem of computing summaries for answering such quantile queries.
• We discuss the methods for computing the quantile errors under the two metrics over uncertain data, and reveal the crucial features of the summaries that can answer quantile query under the two error metrics.
• We devise an online and space efficiency algorithm to compute approximate quantile summaries over uncertain data streams with discrete or continuous pdf.
• A comprehensive experimental study on both real-life and synthetic datasets illustrates the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. In the rest of this paper, we first discuss related works in Section II. Formal problem definition is described in Section III. We discuss the details of our methods for computing the quantile errors on uncertain points in Section IV. Later, in Section V we introduce the details our algorithm. Finally, the experimental study is presented in Section VI, and our work is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK A. UNCERTAIN DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS
Management of uncertain data has been extendedly studied over the decades in a wide range of issues, e.g., data modeling [18] , pre-processing [19] , storing and indexing [20] , [21] , and learning or mining [1] , [22] - [25] . In particular, the most important one is query processing in the presence of uncertainty such as top-k query [26] , reverse ranking query [27] , skyline query [28] , and nearest neighbor query [29] . There have been many works devoting to supporting uncertainty processing in database systems [30] or developing prototype systems for managing uncertain data, e.g., Trio [31] , MystiQ [32] , Orion [33] , BayesStore [49] and Avatar [34] . Various uncertain data are considered in these works, including geo-spatial data [35] , temporal-spatial data [28] , [36] , sensor data [11] , [24] , and data streams [1] , [13] , [14] . Besides, recent years have seen much works focusing on uncertain graph data in a variety of issues, e.g., uncertain graph modeling [37] , processing [38] , clustering [39] , [40] , querying [41] , ranking [42] , finding cliques [43] , and decomposition [44] .
A nice survey article [45] provides the main techniques for management of uncertain data.
B. SUMMARIZATION OF UNCERTAIN DATA
As a foundational issue in management of uncertain data, this area has also seen much works. Many of them are proposed to estimate a single aggregate over uncertain datasets. Reference [11] presented a general methods for costefficiently computing the minimum and maximum values from uncertain distributed sensor data; besides to estimate these two aggregates, [12] - [14] proposed algorithms to compute other statistical aggregates such as sum, average, and count over uncertain data streams. Single aggregate, however, can be used only for simple applications [4] . Thus, [17] , [46] selected a small set of represented data by clustering the uncertain data as the summarization; clustering VOLUME 7, 2019 points reserved important information of the data, however, when they represented the whole datasets, the precision was low and the errors were not bounded; additionally, they were incapable of trivially inducing the distribution of the datasets. Obtaining the distribution of a dataset is a fundamental issue in traditional data management, such as query analysis or query optimization. This is also true in uncertain counterpart. Therefore, [9] , [15] , [16] proposed to construct optimal histograms and wavelets over uncertain datasets to approximate the probabilistic distribution of these datasets. They also illustrated how to optimize a query by using the approximated distributions. Their methods, however, could only handle static datasets, where each item must be drawn from a discrete domain of limited size n; besides, for a dataset of size m, the algorithms run in O(m + Bn 2 ) time to build histogram with B buckets; so they did not apply to large datasets or data streams. To approximate the distribution of uncertain data streams, in our previous works [1] , [10] , we proposed to incrementally compute Gaussian distribution and other approximations of these streams; however, the proposed methods did not bound the error between obtained distribution and the real one. Quantile summarization can efficiently capture the distribution of real world datasets; though many works have been presented to compute quantiles over deterministic data streams, very few over uncertain counterpart. Reference [5] gave a framework to compute the essential aggregate, thereby answering quantile queries over uncertain datasets. The method, again, can only applied to probabilistic datasets drawn from discrete universes. In our another work [8] , we proposed an algorithm for maintaining quantile summaries over data streams with value uncertainty drawn from a continuous domain; but the algorithm only handled uncertainty represented by continuous pdf under probabilistic cardinality semantics.
Other works on summarizing of uncertain data [47] - [49] did not try to capture the distribution of the data. To the best our knowledge, this paper is the first work focusing on computing quantile summaries over uncertain data streams with discrete or continuous pdf under possible worlds semantics.
C. STUDY OF QUANTILE SUMMARIES
This field has been extendedly studied over the decades, partially due to the limitation of space in management of massive datasets. Quantile can be broadly classified into exact quantile and approximate quantile. For answering an exact quantile query into a dataset of size n, [50] proved that a p passes algorithm must use (n 1/p ) space. Thus, a single pass algorithm required (n) space. To reduce space requirement, many works have focused on computing approximate quantile summary and revealed that, to efficiently support various applications, the algorithms for computing such summary should have some common properties [3] , [4] : (1) the algorithm should support to turn the bound on the error of the approximation; (2) the algorithm should not be implemented by the distributions of input datasets; (3) the algorithm should scan a dataset only once; (4) the algorithm should utilize as small space as possible. Many such methods have been presented [3] , [4] , [51] - [54] . Among them, the well-known Greenwald and Khanna [4] (GK) algorithm requires space O(log( n)/ ) for summarizing a dataset of size n and a given . Based on GK algorithm, [3] gave a framework to compute quantiles for most recent N items over a data stream. In our previous work [8] , we also proposed an algorithm derived from GK algorithm for uncertain data stream, but the algorithm only coped with uncertain continuous value in the context of probabilistic cardinality semantics. Many other quantile algorithms could not provide a turnable bound on error [55] , or only provided probabilistic guarantees [56] - [58] , or required the size of input dataset in advance. Taking into account special conditions, some algorithms running in much less spaces were proposed. For example, assuming that the input streams were randomly ordered, [59] reported an probabilistic guarantee algorithm in much lower space O(log(n)); for computing a specified quantile, rather than the summaries of input streams for any quantile query, [60] proposed frugal algorithms using only one unit of memory. References [61] , [62] focused on mergeable quantile sketch for summarizing distributed data streams. Reference [63] provided detailed experimental comparisons among some existing important algorithms to reveal the tradeoffs among space, time, and accuracy for quantile computation.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Typically, a deterministic data stream is defined as a sequence of points S =< p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , · · · > on the real line R. Similarly, an uncertain data stream is a sequence of elements S u =< e u 1 , e u 2 , . . . , e u n , · · · >, each of which, denoted by e u i , contains many possible points on R that form a domain D i with a probability density function (pdf) f i :
we assume D i is either continuous or discrete. We denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of f i by F i , and assume the uncertainty of elements are independent of each other. An uncertain data stream S u is a concise representation of exponential or infinite number of possible worlds W.
. . } is a deterministic data stream with existing probability
Definition 1 (Approximate Quantile Over Deterministic Data): A φ−quantile on an ordered sequence of points S of size n is the point with rank r = φn ; given a rank r, a quantile query is -approximate if the answer (a point) incurs error |r − r | − |r − r min | ≤ n, where r is the rank of the answer and r min is the rank of any answer resulting in minimum |r − r |.
In traditional form, the term |r − r min | is implicit, because the precise answer to a query on deterministic data allows |r − r min | = 0. We write it down here for naturally extending the definition to uncertain data; we will find later the value of its counterpart in uncertain data is not always equal to 0.
Recall that an uncertain dataset is a representation of a set of possible worlds. When an approximate quantile query is posed on uncertain data, the answer will incur individual error on each possible world. By estimating the expected value of quantile errors over all possible worlds, the approximate quantile on uncertain data can be defined as follows. Besides, we will find it is useful to maintain quantile summaries with related error q(r, r p W ) = (r − r p W ) for two reasons: (1)as shown in next section, the quantile with such error metric is equivalent to one based on cardinality [64] ; and (2) the algorithms that can answer the quantile query of this kind can also answer the one of squared error metric.
Problem Definition: Give an uncertain data stream S u , the goal is to compute quantile summaries from S u online; at anytime n, the summaries can provide the answer to an −approximate φ−quantile query under the error metrics above.
The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table. 1.
IV. EVALUATING QUANTILE ERRORS ON UNCERTAIN DATA
In this section, we discuss the methods for computing the expected value of the two metrics over all possible worlds representing an uncertain dataset, thereby obtaining the highlevel features to devise corresponding algorithms. In discussion, we assume r = φn is the given rank of a quantile query, a point p is the answer, and r p W is the rank of p in a possible world W .
A. RELATED ERROR
To compute quantiles under this metric, we define probabilistic cardinality that can be directly evaluated on uncertain points.
Definition 3 (Probabilistic Cardinality): Given an uncertain dataset S u , let PC(S u ) = |S u | denote the probabilistic Traditional quantile based on ranking can be defined based on cardinality [64] . We extend this idea to uncertain data and define the quantile based on probabilistic cardinality. The follow theorem shows that the quantile under related error metric is equivalent to the one above.
Theorem 1: Any point p such that |r−PC(S u , p)| ≤ n can be the answer to the approximate quantile query with error
The expected value of related error over possible worlds can be computed on uncertain data as follows: can be seen as a Bernoulli variable B i that takes the value 1 (i.e., the element exists in the possible world with point value no bigger than p) with probability F i (p), and 1 − F i (p) otherwise; and (3) expectation is linear and uncertain elements in the stream are assumed to be independence. Therefore, the quantile error is estimated by |E W [(r −r Theorem 1 shows that, to answer -approximate quantile queries under related error metric, one only needs to maintain the summaries that can find -approximate quantile based on probabilistic cardinality.
B. SQUARED ERROR
Similarly, the expected value of squared error on uncertain data can be obtained by:
Here, the term V W [r 
Otherwise, we have: 
The case p t > p r can be proved similarly. The lemma holds.
Following lemma is immediate. 2-summary (under related error metric). We prove that p t is the answer in the claim for the given r. According to Lemma 2, the quantile error is calculated by:
According to Lemma 1, if |r − PC(S u , p t )| ≥ 1, we have:
25. The theorem holds. In many applications, n is much larger than 1.5 and dominate the constant error 0.25. Therefore, we can use an / √ 2-summary for quantile with related error to answer the -approximate quantile query with squared error.
V. ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING QUANTILE SUMMARIES ON UNCERTAIN DATA
The key is to devise the algorithms to compute the summary for quantile based on probabilistic cardinality. In this section we introduce two straightforward techniques and one novel algorithm for computing such summary.
A. STRAIGHTFORWARD ALGORITHMS
A straightforward method is to combine traditional deterministic algorithms with Monte Carlo or averaging techniques, which are commonly used in addressing problems on uncertain data [7] , [9] , [65] . In this paper, we implement the straightforward algorithms by integrating the two techniques with the well-known GK algorithm [4] .
1) MONTE CARLO METHOD
This method samples a world from an uncertain data stream and computes summaries for this sample by GK algorithm. We name this method MC-GK.
2) AVERAGING METHOD
This method computes the expected value of each uncertain element and maintains the summaries of this deterministic input by GK algorithm. Similarly, we name this method AVG-GK.
3) QUANTILE QUERY
To find a quantile from the summaries, we can use the same method as the one in GK algorithm.
B. OUR ALGORITHMS
In this section, following GK and our previous work [8] , we briefly introduce an online algorithm, namely UN-GK, to compute the summaries on data stream with uncertainty represented by either continuous or discrete pdf. The main idea is to maintain some points and implicit bounds on their possible minimum and maximum probabilistic cardinality in current S u . Specifically, let PC min (p) and PC max (p) denote the lower bound and the upper bound of probabilistic cardinality PC(S u , p), respectively. At any time, the UN-GK maintains an ordered sequence of tuples T (n) =< T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T s >, each of which, denoted by T i (p i , g i , i ), comprises three parameters:
The proposition below can be verified following [4] .
Proposition 1: At anytime n, if summary T (n) in the above form satisfies the property that max
For each element from an uncertain data stream, the proposed UN-GK algorithm performs inserting and merging operations over a summary T (n). The inserting operation selects as fewer points from the domain as possible and for each chosen point creates a new tuple. Merging operation combines some tuples in current summary. For simplification, we assume that the domain of an element is either an continuous interval or a sequence of discrete points (in ascending order). The technique, however, can be applied to any other forms of domain.
Definition 6 (Fractional Weight of Sub-Domain): For a sub-domain sd of element e u
i , let p max = max(sd) and p min = min(sd). We use
We say two adjacent tuples T i and T i+1 contain sub-domain sd if T i ≤ min(sd) and T i+1 > max(sd). Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code for UN-GK.
To process a coming element e u n , UN-GK first partitions the domain into a sequence of sub-domains by p-values of tuples in T (n−1), then calls subroutine INSERT on each subdomain, and finally merges T (n) following GK algorithm. The subroutine heuristically partitions a sub-domain into smaller sub-domains (Step 15), and maintains their individual maximum points by new tuples (Step 16). For two adjacent smaller sub-domains ssd j and ssd j+1 , PC(S u , max(ssd j+1 )) − PC(S u , max(ssd j )) = F i (ssd j+1 ), which is the g-value related to max(ssd j+1 ). The -value is at most max(2 PC(S u ) − 1, 0)). Note that we guarantee F i (sdd) ≤ 2 PC(S u ), and g h ≤ w n ≤ 1. The new tuple T h satisfies the condition in Proposition 1.
On
Step 15, UN-GK is always to extract the maximum subdomain. The goal is to create fewer tuples.
Step 12 and 13 implicitly maintain a tuple that can be merged into T j+1 (please refer to GK algorithm for more details). UN-GK does not actually maintain it but update T j+1 . The goal here is the same.
Following [4] , we can verify that after the merging, UN-GK maintains O(log 2 ( PC(S u ))/ ) tuples.
Quantile Query: For the given rank r and precision , we can search in T (n) for the tuple T i such that r − PC min (p i ) ≤ n and PC max (p i ) − r ≤ n, and return p i as the answer. 
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code for UN-GK Algorithm
Input: S u , an uncertain data stream, Output: T (n) an ordered sequence of tuples.
Merge T (n) following GK algorithm; 8 end 9 Return T (n); 10 Subroutine: INSERT (sd, i); 11 Let T j and T j+1 be the pairs containing sd; 12 Extract from sd the rightmost sub-domain ssd with maximum
15 while sd! = ∅ do 16 Extract from sd the rightmost sub-domain ssd with maximum Due to the inherent characteristics of both uncertain data and quantile query problems under possible worlds semantics, the methods proposed above are somewhat complex. The methods, however, can be applied to applications in a simple way. Specifically, on high level, our techniques can be viewed as a ''black box'' that provides quantile query operations on uncertain data, like other tools on deterministic counterpart; the complex internal mechanism guarantees its correctness and performance under possible worlds semantics. A primitive way to use the black box is directly asking it for values for specified quantile queries; such values are helpful with applications, for example, parallel databases, to partition the uncertain into value ranges such that the size of all partitions are roughly equal [4] . The most important way is to use a set of primitive quantile values to approximate empirical distribution of uncertain data (streams), e.g., equal-depth histogram, and support data analyzing and mining task, such as constructing classification models [1] . Concretely, to approximate the distributions of an uncertain data streams by equal-depth histogram with M buckets, we can pose q i M -quantile queries over the summary T (n), where q i = 1, ..., M − 1; the returned adjacent points v i and v i+1 will be assigned to the lowerbound and upper-bound of one of buckets, respectively; all the buckets have height 1/M . Other forms of statistics can be built similarly for more applications regarding uncertain data.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed UN-GK algorithm by comparing with two methods MC-GK and AVG-GK in terms of following measurements:
Tuple Number: We measure the numbers of tuples in summaries maintained by these algorithms.
Quantile Error: Using the summaries, we compute the quantiles for given queries and estimate corresponding errors under the two metrics by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. To do this, for a given rank r = φn we find a point p r such that |r−PC(S u , p r )| ≤ 10 by multiple scans on the input datasets, and use it as an approximation of p min .
Running Time: We measure the time taken by all the methods to summarize uncertain data streams.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
All of the algorithms are implemented in Java language, and run on a 3.4GHz windows 7 PC with 8GB memory.
1) DATASETS
We conduct our experiments on two synthetic datasets that are generated from Gaussian (mean 1000 and variance 100) and continuous uniform distribution (interval [100, 1000]), and one real-life dataset CoverType [10] , which contains 581,012 samples with 54 attributes. In our experiments we only use the values of the first one (numerical).
2) SIMULATING UNCERTAINTY
Following [7] and [10] , we inject uncertainty with Gaussian pdf or uniform pdf into point values, and use ω to control the uncertain level. The pdf is either continuous or discrete (using 100 samples). Please refer to the literatures for more details about the simulating.
3) PRE-PROCESSED
The datasets above are injected with uncertainty. Elements are drawn from the uncertain datasets one by one to form uncertain data streams and input to the algorithms.
In experiments, we use parameter s to denote the one set to the algorithms, and q to denote the bound of error of a query.
B. SPACE EFFICIENCY
We run MC-GK, AVG-GK, and UN-GK on both real-life and synthetic datasets to evaluate their space efficiency. For synthetic datasets, we set n = 1, 000, 000. All datasets are injected with uncertainty with Gaussian, continuous pdf. the tuples reserved by UN-GK are less those by MC-GK and AVG-GK, notably when s is small. This may be because the domain of an uncertain element contains many tuples, which enables UN-GK to merge the tuples for new element easily. From Fig. 2 , we can observe that the numbers maintained by these algorithms are kept very stable under various ω. However, UN-GK uses substantially tuples less than MC-GK and AVG-GK. These results verify the space efficiency of UN-GK in summarizing uncertain data streams and the robustness against uncertainty.
C. QUANTILE ERROR
We pose φ = j 16 queries on the summary data obtained above, where j = 1, 2, . . . , 15, to find corresponding quantiles under both related and squared error metrics. We set q = s and report the worst error by scaling up 10/ q n (for squared error, rooting is done before scaling up), which implies that a reported value satisfies the given precision if it is smaller than 10. The curves for the results under related error metric are drawn in Fig. 3 (fixing ω and varying s ) and Fig. 4 (fixing s and varying ω). From Fig. 3 , we can observe that the curves for UN-GK are all below 10 under various s . This shows that UN-GK can answer quantile queries within the given precision. By contrast, the errors caused by both AVG-GK and MC-GK are substantially worse than those by UN-GK, especially when s is large, and even high above the given precision. From Fig. 4 , we can observe that with extending of ω, UN-GK performs stable and causes the worst errors all below 10; however, those incurred by both AVG-GK and MC-GK are high above 10.
The curves for squared error are very approximate to those for related error. We do not show them here for limitation of space. The reason behind this is that, because the uncertain elements are randomly distributed in a wide range, few of them are devoted to the variances of r p t W and r p r W (see Theorem 2 in Section 4.2); the difference between the two variances do not affect the total squared error to much, whose squared root is approximate to related error. We will further analyze about this in the last group of experiments by using a special dataset.
The results above verify the effectiveness of UN-GK in computing quantile summaries over uncertain data streams and the robustness against uncertainty.
D. RUNNING TIME
We run MC-GK, AVG-GK, and UN-GK on an uniform data stream containing uncertainty with Gaussian, continuous pdf and Gaussian, discrete pdf. We set n = 10, 000, 000, s = 0.0001, and ω = 0.3. The running time and tuple numbers throughout the data stream are reported in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. Surprisingly, UN-GK runs much faster than both MC-GK and AVG-GK, though which are essentially algorithms for deterministic data. Note that sample points used by MC-GK and average points used by AVG-GK are both deterministic. We believe this is because both MC-GK and AVG-GK generate much larger scale number of tuples than UN-GK (see Fig. 6 ) does; with more tuples, the inserting operation will cost much more time for finding proper position and inserting a point value. We can also observe that UN-GK run linear in number of elements. This reveals the scalability of UN-GK in summarizing large uncertain data.
E. EFFECTIVENESS IN COMPUTING QUANTILE WITH SQUARED ERROR
We input UN-GK with n = 1, 000, 000 elements, each containing the same uncertain value with continuous, Gaussian pdf (variance 50 and mean 500). We believe the summary on such dataset will induce larger squared error. We set s = 0.00007, 0.00008, . . . , 0.00013 and q = 0.00010 and pose φ = 1/128, 2/128, . . . , 127/128 quantile queries. The worst errors (by rooting and scaling up 10/ q n) and tuples number of each summary are listed in Table. 2. We can see that the worst error is bound above 10 when s ≤ 0.00009, which is larger than theoretical analysis q / √ 2 ≈ 0.00007. The reason behind this is that though large difference of variances may be induced on such data, it is still dominated by the term (r − PC(S u , p t )) 2 . We can also see that with a tiny increasing to s , there is a big drop in the number of tuples. These show that to find an q -quantile with squared error, we do not need a summary algorithm with s less than theoretical analysis, thus reducing space requirement.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of maintaining approximate quantile summaries online on uncertain data under possible worlds semantics. To keep similar semantics to deterministic counterpart, we defined quantile for uncertain data base on related and squared error metrics over the possible worlds. The key for maintaining the summaries is to calculate the expected values of the two errors on uncertain points. We thus firstly discussed the methods. We then gave the crucial features of the summaries that can answer approximate quantile query with such errors. Finally, we proposed an online algorithm for computing such summaries. Experimental results on synthetic and real-life datasets showed that our algorithm performed substantially better than other techniques, such as Monte Carlo and averaging methods.
